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Abstract
To control the complexity of large object-oriented systems,
objects should communicate via precisely-specified interfaces. Static type checking catches many interface violations
early in the development cycle, but decidability limitations
preclude checking all desired properties statically. In contrast, dynamic checking supports expressive specifications
but may miss errors on execution paths that are not tested.
We present a hybrid approach for checking precise object
specifications that reasons statically, where possible, but also
dynamically, when necessary. This hybrid approach supports
a rich specification language with features such as object invariants and refinement types.

1.

Introduction

The construction and validation of large software systems is
extremely challenging. To control the complexity of such systems, they are ideally constructed as a collection of objects
that cooperate via precisely-specified interfaces. These interface specifications then enable individual objects to change
and evolve without the need to understand the entire system. Thus, a key challenge in the construction of any objectoriented system is to precisely specify object interfaces, and
to verify (to the degree possible) that object implementations respect these interfaces.
Types can naturally describe some aspects of object interfaces. An advantage of these type specifications is that static
type checking can then catch many errors at compile time,
when they are cheaper to fix. However, static type checking is possible only for certain kinds of specifications, and
extending the type language to support expressive specifications, such as arbitrary method preconditions and postconditions, results in a type system that is not statically decidable. Hence, traditional object type systems cannot express
many useful interface specifications, such as:
• The method getCount returns a positive number.
• The field i of an object is a valid index into the array in

the field a.
• This object contains a sorted list.
• The method draw expects a Point object that is within

a specified rectangle.
Other static checkers suffer from similar limitations. For
example, ESC/Java [14] may reject valid programs due to
the incompleteness of its theorem prover.
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In contrast, precise object specifications are straightforward to check dynamically, either via assert statements [37]
or via specialized contract languages [29, 11, 24, 16, 20, 26,
34, 21]. However, dynamic checking imposes a certain performance overhead. More seriously, dynamic checking only
detects errors on code paths and data values of actual executions. Thus, dynamic checking may not catch errors until very late in the development cycle, or possibly postdeployment, when they are significantly more expensive to
fix.
In summary, decidable static type checkers provide complete checking of limited specifications, while dynamic approaches provide limited coverage of expressive specifications. In this paper, we explore a hybrid approach to checking expressive object specifications that combines the advantages of these prior purely-static and purely-dynamic approaches. In a nutshell, hybrid type checking involves:
1. embracing expressive type languages that can document
precise object interfaces, but which are therefore statically undecidable;
2. leveraging static type checking to detect as many errors
as possible at compile time; and
3. leveraging dynamic checking to check any remaining (not
statically verified) correctness properties at run time.
Our specification language extends an Abadi-Cardellistyle type system [1] with refinement types and object invariants. A refinement type defines a subset or refinement of an
existing type [28, 15, 8, 43, 42]. For example, the refinement
type {x : Int | x > 0} denotes the set of positive integers.
For expressiveness, our type system requires only that refinement predicates be pure; that is, refinement predicates
are arbitrary program expressions that do not access mutable data. Each object type also has an associated predicate,
called an object invariant, which must hold on all objects of
that type.
We formalize the semantics of this expressive specification language using a type system that is sound but necessarily undecidable. To enable useful checking, we then present a
hybrid type checking algorithm with the following desirable
features:
1. The hybrid type checker statically rejects as many illtyped programs as possible.
2. Due to decidability limitations, the hybrid type checker
may statically accept some subtly ill-typed programs, but
it will insert sufficient dynamic casts to guarantee that
their specifications are never violated. Any attempted
specification violation is thus either caught statically

(where possible) or via dynamic checks (where necessary).
3. The output of the hybrid type checker is always a welltyped program (and so, for example, type-directed optimizations are applicable).
In previous work, we explored this hybrid strategy in the
simpler context of the pure functional lambda-calculus [12,
18]. To help verify large object-oriented systems, this paper
extends these earlier ideas to a more interesting imperative
language that supports objects (with both final and mutable
methods, and imperative method update) and expressive object specifications (with object subtyping, refinement types,
and object invariants).
This initial work studies hybrid type checking in the
context of an idealized object language, but we hope that
this work will serve as a foundation for exploring more
complex object languages and type systems. Our long term
goal is to apply hybrid type checking to realistic objectoriented programming languages, such as Java [17], C# [10],
or Objective CAML [35].
The presentation of our results proceeds as follows. The
next section informally describes our object language and
type system. Section 3 applies this type language to document some precise specifications. Section 4 and 5 formally
describe the operational semantics and (undecidable) type
system for this language. Section 6 presents our hybrid type
checking algorithm, and Section 7 states the key correctness
properties of our type system and compilation algorithm.
Section 8 discusses related work, and Section 9 concludes.

2.

The Hoop Language

We present our approach to hybrid checking of expressive
object specifications in terms of Hoop, an idealized hybrid
object-oriented programming language based on the calculi
of Abadi and Cardelli [1]. The syntax of this language is
shown in Figure 1.
2.1

Types

We begin with an overview of the type language, since it
contains a number of features that are unusual in object
type systems, such as dependent types, refinement types,
and object invariants.
A base type B is either Bool, Int, or Unit. Since these
base types are fairly coarse and cannot, for example, express
integer subranges, we introduce refinement types such as
{x : Int | x > 0}, which denotes the set of positive integers.
More generally, the refinement type {x : B | t} denotes the
set of values c of type B that satisfy the boolean predicate
t, i.e., for which the term t[x := c] evaluates to true. We use
a base type B as an abbreviation for the refinement type
{x : B | true}.
Our refinement types are inspired by prior work on decidable refinement type systems [28, 15, 8, 43, 42] but are
more expressive, which causes type checking to be undecidable. In particular, subtyping between two refinement types
{x : B | t1 } and {x : B | t2 } reduces to checking implication between the corresponding (arbitrary) refinement predicates,
which is clearly undecidable. These decidability difficulties
are circumvented by our hybrid type checking algorithm.
An object type in our language has the form
x : [li : fi · pi · (y : Ti → Ti0 )

i∈1..n

].t

This type denotes an object containing n methods with
distinct names l1..n . (As usual, fields can be encoded as

Figure 1: Syntax
s, t, u ::=
x
d
v
t.l(s)
t.l ⇐ ς(x, y)u
hT i t
let x = s in t as T

Terms:
variable
object
value
select
update
cast
binding

d ::=

Objects:
object

x.[li (y) = ti

i∈1..n

] as T

v, w ::=
c
a
a view T
S, T, U ::=
{x : B | t}
x : [li : fi · pi · Mi
M, N ::=
y : Ti → Ti0
B ::= Unit | Bool | Int
f ::= final | mutable
p ::= pure | impure

Values:
constant
object address
object view

i∈1..n

].t

Types:
base refinement type
object type
Method Types:
method type
Base types:
Final modifiers:
Purity modifiers:

methods.) Each method li has the dependent type (y : Ti →
Ti0 ), meaning that it takes an argument of type Ti , and
returns a result of type Ti0 , where the formal parameter
y may occur free in Ti0 . We abbreviate (y : Ti → Ti0 ) by
(Ti → Ti0 ) if y does not occur free in Ti0 . Since our type
system contains dependent types that may refer to variables,
each object type includes a binding for the self-reference
variable x (often called this) that may be mentioned in
method types. Each method li also has two method qualifiers
fi and pi .
• The method qualifier fi ∈ {final, mutable} indicates

whether the corresponding method can be updated. Object subtyping is invariant on mutable methods, and covariant on immutable (or final) methods.
• The method qualifier pi ∈ {pure, impure} indicates
whether the method li is pure. Specifically, an expression is pure if its evaluation never accesses (i.e., invokes
or updates) a mutable method. Purity qualifiers are ordered by pure @ impure, since it is safe to consider a
pure method to be impure.

Each object type includes an object invariant t, which
is a boolean predicate over the self-reference variable x.
This object invariant is guaranteed to hold for any object
of this type, and so cannot evaluate to false. To ensure
that this guarantee holds in the presence of method updates,
we require that every object invariant be pure. Similarly,
refinement predicates must also be pure.

2.2

Terms

Hoop source terms include variables, constants, objects,
method invocation and update, casts, and let-expressions.
An object d has the form
x.[li (y) = ti

i∈1..n

] as T

and consists of a collection of methods l1..n with corresponding method bodies t1..n , where x and y provide bindings for
the self-reference variable and the formal parameter, respectively. Each object is annotated with an explicit type T .
Constants in Hoop include boolean and integer constants, as well as operations such as +, ≥, and, and not.
Although our examples use infix notation for primitive operations, Hoop internally represents these primitive operations as method invocations. A cast hT i t dynamically converts (where possible) the value produced by t to type T ,
or else fails. For technical reasons, let bindings include an
explicit type annotation.
Hoop also includes object addresses a and object views
(a view T ). These constructs are used to formalize the operational semantics of the language, and should not appear
in source programs.

3.

Examples

In this section, we illustrate our type language and hybrid
type checking through several informal examples. For readability, we omit final and pure modifiers and assume methods are immutable and pure unless specified otherwise.
3.1

Refinement Types

We first introduce some useful refinements of Int:
Pos

,

Nat

,

{z : Int | z > 0}

{z : Int | z ≥ 0}

Since (z > 0) ⇒ (z ≥ 0), the expected subtype relation
Pos <: Nat holds. Similarly, since (z ≥ 0) ⇒ true, we also
have that Nat <: Int.
Subtyping between refinement types is undecidable in
general, and therefore so is type checking. For example,
consider the method update:

handle such situations. Optimistically accepting such programs means that type specifications cannot be trusted,
since they may be violated at run time, which is clearly undesirable. Pessimistically rejecting such programs would cause
the compiler to reject some well-typed programs, which
seems too brittle for use in practice, since it would be difficult to predict which programs the compiler would accept.
Hybrid type checking handles such situations by provisionally accepting the program but inserting a cast that
dynamically enforces the specification of p.m, yielding the
compiled code:
p.m ⇐ ς(x, y)(hNati t)
This compiled code is well-typed, and it dynamically ensures that the specification of p.m is never violated, i.e., the
method p.m only returns natural numbers. This example
illustrates how hybrid type checking enforces precise specifications, such as Int → Nat, even if those specifications
cannot be always verified statically. In comparison, a static
type checker may be able to enforce only weaker specifications, such as Int → Int.
3.2

Pairs

We next define an object pair containing two integers and
a method that computes their sum. We assign pair a conventional type Pair:
pair

,

p.[a = 3, b = 5, sum( ) = p.a + p.b] as Pair

Pair

,

p : [a : Int, b : Int, sum : Unit → Int].true

Although Hoop does not directly support fields, we may
encode a field of type T as a method of type Unit → T .
We abbreviate such a field type to simply T for readability.
For sum, we use the parameter name to indicate that this
value is not used in the method body.
Alternatively, we could use refinement types to specify
that the second component of the pair is not less than the
first:
2
3
a : Int,
OrderedPair , p :4b : {z : Int | z ≥ p.a},5.true
sum : Unit → Int

where x and y provide bindings for the self-reference variable
and formal parameter, respectively. Suppose the mutable
method p.m has type Int → Nat, and that the term t has
type {z : Int | z = y 2 }. To check if this method update is
well-typed, the compiler needs to decide the subtype relation

This type specifies that if the method b terminates, it must
return an integer greater than p.a. Note that the predicate
z ≥ p.a must be pure. Our type system ensures that pure
expressions cannot access mutable data. Without this restriction, a program could use subtyping to hide the field b
and then break the predicate on b by modifying a. We permit
covariant subtyping of immutable fields, meaning that

{z : Int | z = y 2 } <: Nat

OrderedPair <: Pair

p.m ⇐ ς(x, y)t

which in turn reduces to deciding the validity of the implication:
(z = y 2 ) ⇒ (z ≥ 0)
If the compiler can prove this implication, then t has type
Nat (via subsumption), and so the method update is welltyped. Conversely, if the compiler can refute this implication, then t does not have type Nat, and the compiler can
reject the program as ill-typed. (In this case, however, the
implication is valid and so cannot be refuted.)
Due to the expressiveness of the Hoop type language,
the compiler may encounter situations where its algorithms
can neither prove nor refute such implications, and so the
compiler cannot decide whether or not expressions are welltyped. A key design question is how the compiler should

An alternative definition of OrderedPair uses an object
invariant to express the ordering relation between a and b:
2
3
a : Int,
0
5.(p.a ≤ p.b)
OrderedPair , p :4b : Int,
sum : Unit → Int
For any object p of this type OrderedPair 0 , the object
invariant (p.a ≤ p.b) must never return false; it can only
return true, or it may diverge.1 In particular, the method
calls p.a and p.b can diverge without violating this object
invariant.
1 Allowing

object invariants to diverge avoids the complexity of
reasoning about termination in the type system

We require that the invariant of a subtype imply the
invariant of its supertype. For example, since the implication
(p.a ≤ p.b) ⇒ true holds, we have that:

The following type then characterizes points that must lie
within a particular Shape:
PtInShape(s)

,

p : [x : Int, y : Int].(s.contains (p))

OrderedPair 0 <: Pair
We check invariant implication in a context in which
we know the precise type of the self-reference variable.
Thus, since for all p of type OrderedPair, the predicate
(p.a ≤ p.b) never evaluates to false, we can conclude that
true ⇒ (p.a ≤ p.b), and hence that:
OrderedPair <: OrderedPair 0
Thus, subtyping allows us to move information from method
specifications to the object invariant.
One interesting difference between object invariants and
precise method specifications is that the latter can specify
the behavior of mutable methods. For example, the following
type allows the method b to be updated with any integer
that is not less than a:
MutableOrderedPair ,
2
3
a : Int,
p :4b : mutable impure {z : Int | z ≥ p.a},5.true
sum : impure Unit → Int
3.3

Geometric Objects

As a final example, consider the following types for points,
rectangles, and squares:
Point

,

p : [x : Int, y : Int].true

Rectangle

,

r : [b : Point, w : Nat, h : Nat].true

Square

,

r : [b : Point, w : Nat, h : Nat].(r.w = r.h)

Clearly, Square <: Rectangle. The following subtype of
Point allows us to describe points must lie within a given
Rectangle r:

p : [x : Int, y : Int].

„

∧

(r.b.x) ≤ p.x ≤ (r.b.x + r.w)
(r.b.y) ≤ p.y ≤ (r.b.y + r.h)

«

We can also specify a type of mutable points, and a subtype
of mutable points that must stay within a given rectangle:
»
–
x : mutable impure Int,
MutablePoint , p :
.true
y : mutable impure Int
MutablePtInRect(r)
,
»
–
x : mut. imp. {z : Int | r.b.x ≤ z ≤ r.b.x + r.w},
p:
.true
y : mut. imp. {z : Int | r.b.y ≤ z ≤ r.b.y + r.h}
The compiler will ensure that all updates to an object of type
MutablePtInRect(r) are within the specified bounds, either
via static reasoning, where possible, or else via implicit
dynamic checks, if necessary.
We can also specify more general relationships, such as
the type of all points occurring within a particular Shape,
where Shape has subtypes Rectangle and Circle, all of
which implement a contains method:
,

Rectangle

,

Circle

,

Hoop Operational Semantics

E

::=

p : [contains : Point → Bool].true

p : [contains : Point → Bool, . . .].true

p : [contains : Point → Bool, . . .].true

• | E.l(t) | v.l(E) | E.l ⇐ ς(x, y)u
| hT i E | let x = E in t as T

A store σ maps object addresses a to objects d, and we
use ∅ to denote the empty store. A state (σ, t) is a pair of a
store and a term. The relation (σ, t) −→ (σ 0 , t0 ) performs a
single evaluation step, and the relation −→∗ is the transitive
closure of −→.
The first five evaluation rules are fairly straightforward.
The rule [E-Obj] adds a new object to the store at a fresh
address. The rule [E-Sel-Obj] for a method invocation a.lj (v)
extracts the method body tj from the object at address
a, and replaces the self-reference variable x and the formal
parameter y with the object address a and the argument v,
respectively. The rule [E-Upd] for a method update a.lj ⇐
ς(x, y)u replaces the method lj in the object at address a.
We use α-renaming to implicitly match the self-reference
and parameter variables of the original and new methods.
The rule [E-Let] for (let x = v in t as T ) simply replaces
x by v in t.
Constants include both basic constants, such as true and
3, and primitive operations, such as not and +. Primitive
operations are actually objects with an apply method that
provides the required functionality. The prefix and infix syntax for primitive operations shown in the earlier examples
is actually desugared into invocations of apply methods, as
follows:
not true
3+4

PtInRect(r) ,

Shape

4.

We formalize the run-time behavior of Hoop programs using
the small-step operational semantics shown in Figure 2.
Evaluation is performed inside evaluation contexts, which
are defined by the grammar:

,
,

not.apply(true)
+.apply( (3 : Int, 4 : Int) )

The desugaring for + uses the following notations for creating objects representing pair of values:
S∗T

(v1 : S, v2 : T )

,

x : [fst : S, snd : T ].true

,

x.[fst = v1 , snd = v2 ] as (S ∗ T )

The rule [E-Const] evaluates a method invocation c.l(v)
on a primitive operation c, and relies on the meaning function [[·]] to define the behavior of primitive operations. Specifically, [[c]](l, v, σ) returns the result of invoking the method
l of the primitive operation c on the argument v in store σ.
For example, if σ(a) contains the pair (3 : Int, 4 : Int), we
have:
[[not]](apply, true, σ)
=
false
[[+]](apply, a, σ)
=
7
[[≤]](apply, a, σ)
=
true
[[and]](apply, a, σ)
=
undefined
The rule [E-CastBase] casts a constant c to refinement
type {x : B | t} by checking that the predicate t holds on c,
i.e., that t[x := c] evaluates to true. If t[x := c] returns
false or diverges, then the cast is said to fail.
Casts on object types are more complicated, since we
need to check that every method of the resulting casted
object returns a value of the appropriate type for all possible
argument values. This check is performed in a lazy manner

Figure 2: Evaluation Rules
(σ, t) −→ (σ 0 , t0 )

Evaluation
In the following rules, we assume:
d
S
T
T0

=
=
=
=

x.[li (y) = ti i∈1..n ] as S
i∈1..n
x : [li : fi · qi · (y : Si → Si0 )
].s0
i∈1..m
x : [li : fi · pi · (y : Ti → Ti0 )
].t0
i∈1..m
x : [li : fi · pi · (y : Ti → Ti0 )
].true

a 6∈ dom(σ)
(σ, E[d]) −→ (σ[a := d], E[a])
σ(a) = d
(σ, E[a.lj (v)]) −→ (σ, E[tj [x := a, y := v]])
σ(a) = d
d0 = x.[li (y) = ti i∈1..j−1 ,
lj (y) = u,
li (y) = ti i∈j+1..n ] as S
(σ, E[a.lj ⇐ ς(x, y)u])
−→ (σ[a := d0 ], E[unit])
(σ, E[let x = v in t as T ])
−→ (σ, E[t[x := v]])
[[c]](l, v, σ) = v 0
(σ, E[c.l(v)]) −→ (σ, E[v 0 ])

[E-Obj]

[E-Sel-Obj]

[E-Upd-Obj]

=
=

x : [li : fi · qi · (y : Si → Si0 )
x : [li : fi · pi · (y : Ti → Ti0 )

i∈1..n

].s0
].t0

i∈1..m

The rule reduces the view invocation (a view T ).lj (v) to the
following method invocation, which contains two additional
casts to ensure type safety:
The cast hSj [x := a]i v transforms the argument v of type
Tj to a value of the expected argument type Sj , where
self-reference variable x is replaced by object’s address a.
The cast hTj0 [x := (a view T ), y := v]i (. . .) transforms the
method result into the expected type Tj0 , where self-reference
variable x and formal parameter y are replaced by original
view (a view T ) and original argument v, respectively.
These two casts ensure that method invocations on object
views preserve type safety. To illustrate this guarantee,
suppose:
σ(a)
Fact
BadFact

[E-Let]

[E-Const]

[E-Cast-Base]

σ(a) = d
m≤n
qi v pi ∀i ∈ 1..m
(σ, t0 [x := (a view T 0 )]) −→∗ (σ 0 , true)
(σ, E[hT i a]) −→ (σ, E[a view T ])

[E-Cast-Obj]

=
,
,

x.[fact (y) = . . .] as Fact
x : [fact : Nat → Nat].true
x : [fact : Int → Nat].true

and consider the term (hBadFacti a).fact(−3), which attempts to use the BadFact view to circumvent the Fact
specification of the object σ(a). This term evaluates to
hNati (a.fact(hNati −3)), at which point the cast (hNati −3)
fails. Thus, the casts inserted by [E-Sel-View] enforce the
specification of the fact method, which states that fact
should be applied only to natural numbers.
The rule [E-Upd-View] reduces a view update
(a view T ).lj ⇐ ς(x, y)u

to a normal method update

a.lj ⇐ ς(x, y)u0

[E-Sel-View]

σ(a) = d
u0 = (hSj0 i (u[y := hTj i y][x := (a view T )]))
[E-Upd-View ]
(σ, E[(a view T ).lj ⇐ ς(x, y)u])
0
−→ (σ, E[a.lj ⇐ ς(x, y)u ])
(σ, E[hT i (a view S)]) −→ (σ, E[hT i a])

S
T

hTj0 [x := (a view T ), y := v]i (a.lj (hSj [x := a]i v))

(σ, t[x := c]) −→∗ (σ 0 , true)
(σ, E[h{x : B | t}i c]) −→ (σ, E[c])

σ(a) = d
v 0 = hSj [x := a]i v
R = Tj0 [x := (a view T ), y := v]
(σ, E[(a view T ).lj (v)])
−→ (σ, E[hRi (a.lj (v 0 ))])

σ(a) has all the methods mentioned in T (with compatible
modifiers), and that the object invariant of T holds on σ(a).
We define special evaluation rules for method invocation
and update on views. These rules lazily enforce typing restrictions on method parameters and results by performing
appropriate checks on method invocations and updates. The
rule [E-Sel-View] for a view invocation (a view T ).lj (v) retrieves the type S of a, which may be quite different from
the view type T :

[E-Cast-View ]

via object views. An object view “(a view T )” is a wrapper
that ensures that the object σ(a) behaves according to
the specification of type T . Views are introduced by the
rule [E-Cast-Obj], which evaluates the cast hT i a to the
view (a view T ). In addition, this rule checks that the object

where u0 is the following modified version of u with additional casts:
u0 = (hSj0 i (u[y := hTj i y][x := (a view T )]))

Here, the formal parameter y in u is replaced with hTj i y,
which is guaranteed to be of the appropriate type Tj , even
though y itself may not be. Similarly, the self-reference
variable x is replaced with the view (a view T ), which is
of the expected type T , even though a may not be.2 Finally,
the result of u is cast to type Sj0 , which is the return type
expected by (non-view) invocations of a.lj .
The rule [E-Cast-View] evaluates hT i (a view S) to hT i a;
thus, the original view is discarded when cast to a different
view.
In summary, casts allow the program to claim that a
value of one type can be safely considered to be of another
type, and the operational semantics performs sufficient runtime checking to detect if this claim is ever violated. This
2 The

alternative of substituting (hT i x) for x would require
redundant re-evaluation of T ’s object invariant.

ability to perform dynamic casts is crucial for enabling
our hybrid type checking algorithm to convert particularly
difficult static checks into dynamic checks, when necessary.

5.

The Hoop Type System

We next present the (undecidable) type system for the Hoop
language as the collection of the type judgments and rules
shown in Figures 3 and 4. Type environments are a sequence
of variable-type bindings, and we assume that the variables
bound in an environment are distinct.
E ::= ∅ | E, x : T
The judgment E ` t : T & p states that the term t has
type T and purity p in environment E. This judgment is
defined by the following rules:
• The rule [T-Var] states that variable accesses are always
•

•

•

•

•

pure, since variables are immutable.
The rule [T-Obj] deals with object creation, and checks
that each method has the appropriate result type and purity. In addition, a mutable method is considered impure,
since any call to that method must be impure. Newlycreated objects must have the trivial invariant true. A
stronger invariant can later be added via subtyping or
casting.
The rule [T-Let] for let x = t1 in t2 as T requires that
the type T of t2 must be well-formed in the environment
without x, in order to prevent x from escaping its scope.
The rule [T-Sel] for a method invocation t.lj (u) checks
that the method lj has type y : Tj → Tj0 , and that the
argument u has type Tj [x := t]. The type of the method
call is then Tj0 [x := t, y := u], where the self-reference
variable x and the formal parameter y are replaced by
the object t and the actual parameter u, respectively.
Since the terms t and u may appear in the resulting
type, these terms must be pure. Note that if one of these
terms, say t, is not pure, the method call t.lj (u) can be
refactored into (let x = t in x.lj (u) as R), provided the
explicit result type R does not mention x.
The rule [T-Upd] for a method update checks that the
updated method is mutable and that the new method
body has the appropriate type and purity.
The rule [T-Const] assigns the type ty(c) to each constant c. Basic constants have precise refinement types,
such as:
true : {b : Bool | b}
false : {b : Bool | not b}
n : {m : Int | m = n}

Primitive operations are assigned object types that precisely characterize their behavior. For example, the following type for + states that the method +.apply takes
two integer arguments, which are passed in the fst and
snd fields of the pair object y, and that the method result
is an integer r that is equal to (y.fst + y.snd ).
+ :
⇔ :
not :
= :

»
x : apply
»
x : apply
»
x : apply
»
x : apply

„

«–

y : (Int ∗ Int) →
.true
„ {r : Int | r = y.fst + y.snd }
«–
y : (Bool ∗ Bool) →
:
.true
y.snd )}
„ {r : Bool | r ⇔ (y.fst ⇔«–
y : Bool →
.true
:
«–
„ {r : Bool | r ⇔ not y}
y : (Int ∗ Int) →
.true
:
{r : Bool | r ⇔ (y.fst = y.snd )}

:

Figure 3: Type Rules
E`t : T &p

Type Rules for Terms
(x : T ) ∈ E
E ` x : T & pure

[T-Var]

E`T
i∈1..n
T = x : [li : fi · pi · (y : Ti → Ti0 )
].true
fi = mutable ⇒ pi = impure ∀i ∈ 1..n
E, x : T, y : Ti ` si : Ti0 & pi ∀i ∈ 1..n
E ` (x.[li (y) = si i∈1..n ] as T ) : T & pure
E ` t1 : S & p1
E, x : S ` t2 : T & p2
E`T
E ` let x = t1 in t2 as T : T & (p1 t p2 )
E ` t : T & pure
i∈1..n
T = x : [li : fi · pi · (y : Ti → Ti0 )
].s
E ` u : Tj [x := t] & pure
j ∈ 1..n
E ` t.lj (u) : Tj0 [x := t, y := u] & pj
E`t : T &p
i∈1..n
].s
T = x : [li : fi · pi · (y : Ti → Ti0 )
j ∈ 1..n
fj = mutable
E, x : T, y : Tj ` u : Tj0 & pj
E ` t.lj ⇐ ς(x, y)u : Unit & impure

[T-Let]

[T-Sel]

[T-Upd]

[T-Const]

E ` c : ty (c) & pure
E`t : S &p
E`T
E ` hT i t : T & p
E`t : S &q
E ` S <: T
E`t : T &p

[T-Obj]

[T-Cast]

qvp

[T-Sub]

E`T

Type Rules for Types
E, x : B ` t : Bool & pure
E ` {x : B | t}

[T-Base]

i∈1..n

T = x : [li : fi · pi · (y : Ti → Ti0 )
].t
i∈1..k
Sk = x : [li : fi · pi · (y : Ti → Ti0 )
].true
E, x : Sj−1 ` Tj ∀j ∈ 1..n
E, x : Sj−1 , y : Tj ` Tj0 ∀j ∈ 1..n
E, x : Sn ` t : Bool & pure
E`T

[T-ObjTy]

The apparent circularity where the type of + is defined
in terms of + itself does not cause any technical difficulties in our development, since the meaning of the refinement predicate is defined in terms of the operational
semantics, and hence in terms of the meaning function
[[+]].
• The rule [T-Cast] allows a term of inferred type S to be
cast to any other (well-formed) type T . Note that this
cast may fail at run time.

• The rule [T-ObjTy] states that object invariants must

Figure 4: Subtyping
E ` S <: T

Subtyping
E, x : B ` s ⇒ t
E ` {x : B | s} <: {x : B | t}
S = x : [li : fi · qi · Mi i∈1..n ].s
T = x : [li : fi · pi · Ni i∈1..m ].t
m≤n
qi v pi ∀i ∈ 1..m
fi = final
⇒ E, x : S ` Mi <: Ni ∀i ∈ 1..m
fi = mutable
⇒ E, x : S ` Mi = Ni ∀i ∈ 1..m
E, x : S ` s ⇒ t
E ` S <: T

[S-Base]

[S-Obj]

E ` M <: N

Method Subtyping
E ` Ti <: Si
E, y : Ti ` Si0 <: Ti0
0
E ` (y : Si → Si ) <: (y : Ti → Ti0 )

[M-Sub]

E`M =N

Method Equality
E ` M <: N
E ` N <: M
E`M =N

[M-Equal]

E`s⇒t

Implication
∀θ. (E |= θ ∧ (∅, θ(t)) −→∗ (σ, false))
⇒ (∅, θ(s)) −→∗ (σ 0 , false)
E`s⇒t
Consistent Substitutions

∅ |= 
∅ ` t : T & pure
E[x := t] |= [yi := ti i∈1..n ]
x : T, E |= [x := t, yi := ti i∈1..n ]
Well-formed environments

`∅
`E E`T
` E, x : T

[Imp]

E |= θ
[Sub-Empty]

[Sub-Ext]

`E
[WE-Empty ]

[WE-Ext]

have type Bool and be pure, and that each method type
can only refer to methods declared earlier in the object.
The most interesting part of our type system concerns
the rules that define the subtyping judgment E ` S <: T
in Figure 4. This subtyping judgment is complicated by the
expressiveness of refinement predicates and object invariants, and it is defined in terms of the implication judgment
E ` s ⇒ t. Essentially, this implication judgment holds if
whenever the term t evaluates to false, the term s must
also evaluate to false. More formally, we define a substitution θ (from variables to terms) to be consistent with an
environment E if θ maps variables to terms in a manner that
is consistent with the type bindings in E. The implication
judgment E ` s ⇒ t then holds if for all substitutions θ consistent with E such that θ(t) evaluates to false, it follows
that θ(s) also evaluates to false.
Subtyping between refinement types then reduces to an
implication judgment between the refinement predicates, via
the rule [S-Base]. Subtyping between two object types S
and T is covariant on immutable methods and invariant on
mutable methods. Subtyping also involves checking implication between object invariants. Note that this implication check is performed in an environment where the selfreference variable has type S. This binding allows subtyping
to refactor type information from method types to the object invariant. For example, suppose:
S
T

=
=

x : [m : {z : Int | z ≥ 0}].true
x : [m : Int
].(x.m ≥ 0)

Clearly, if the variable x has type S, then the object invariant
(x.m ≥ 0) returns true, or else diverges. Hence:
x : S ` true ⇒ (x.m ≥ 0)

and so ∅ ` S <: T . This subtyping judgment has the effect
of refactoring information about the method m from the
method type to the object invariant.

6.

Hybrid Type Checking

Given that type checking is undecidable, we now present
a decidable compilation strategy for Hoop programs. This
compilation strategy ensures (by inserting dynamic checks,
if necessary) that specifications can never be violated at run
time, and it statically rejects clearly ill-typed programs.
The compilation strategy relies on an algorithm to conservatively approximate the logical implication judgment
E ` s ⇒ t. The result of this algorithm is denoted as:
E `aalg s ⇒ t
√
where the mode a ∈ { , ×, ?} indicates whether or not
the algorithm is successful at verifying or refuting the given
implication. In particular,
√

• E `alg s ⇒ t means the algorithm successfully deter• The rule [T-Sub] allows the inferred type S of a term to

be weakened to any super type T .
The judgment E ` T checks that the type T is well-formed
in environment E.
• The rule [T-Base] states that refinement predicates must

have type Bool and be pure.

mines that E ` s ⇒ t.

• E `×
alg s ⇒ t means the algorithm determines that the

implication does not hold, i.e., E 6` s ⇒ t.

• E `?alg s ⇒ t means the algorithm fails to either prove

or disprove that E ` s ⇒ t.

However, we do not require that the algorithm be complete. For example, the trivial algorithm that always returns
“?” satisfies our requirements, although it precludes performing any interesting reasoning in the compiler.

Figure 5: Algorithmic Subtyping

Figure 6: Compilation Rules
E `aalg S <: T

Algorithmic Subtyping

E

E, x : B `aalg s ⇒ t
{x : B | s} <: {x : B | t}

[AS-Base]

`aalg

0

(a⊗a )

E `alg

[AS-Obj]

E

`aalg

M <: N

0

E `aalg Ti <: Si

E, y : Ti `aalg Si0 <: Ti0

(y : Si → Si0 ) <: (y : Ti → Ti0 )

Algorithmic Method Equality
E `aalg M <: N

[C-Var]

[AM-Sub]

E `aalg M = N

E ` s1 ,→ t1 : T & pure
i∈1..n 0
T = x : [li : fi · pi · (y : Ti → Ti0 )
].t
E ` s2 ,→ t2 ↓ Tj [x := t] & pure
j ∈ 1..n
E ` s1 .lj (s2 )
,→ t1 .lj (t2 ) : Tj0 [x := t1 , y := t2 ] & pj
E ` s ,→ t : T & p
i∈1..n 0
T = x : [li : fi · pi · (y : Ti → Ti0 )
].t
j ∈ 1..n
fj = mutable
E, x : T, y : Ti ` u ,→ u0 ↓ Tj0 & pj
E ` (s.lj ⇐ ς(x, y)u)
,→ (t.lj ⇐ ς(x, y)u0 ) : Unit & impure

[C-Obj]

[C-Sel]

[C-Upd]

0

0

(a⊗a )

E `alg

(x : T ) ∈ E
E ` x ,→ x : T & pure
E ` S ,→ T
i∈1..n
T = x : [li : fi · pi · (y : Ti → Ti0 )
].true
fi = mutable ⇒ pi = impure ∀i ∈ 1..n
E, x : T, y : Ti ` si ,→ ti ↓ Ti0 & pi ∀i ∈ 1..n
E ` (x.[li (y) = si i∈1..n ] as S)
,→ (x.[li (y) = ti i∈1..n ] as T ) : T & pure

S = x : [li : fi · qi · Mi i∈1..n ].s
T = x : [li : fi · pi · Ni i∈1..m ].t
m≤n
qi v pi ∀i ∈ 1..m
fi = final
i
⇒ E, x : S `aalg
Mi <: Ni ∀i ∈ 1..m
fi = mutable
i
⇒ E, x : S `aalg
Mi = Ni ∀i ∈ 1..m
E, x : S `aalg s ⇒ t
a0 = a ⊗ a 1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ a m
0
E `aalg S <: T
Algorithmic Method Subtyping

E ` s ,→ t : T & p

Compilation of Terms

E `aalg N <: M

M =N

[AM-Equal]

Figure 5 defines algorithmic subtyping and algorithmic type equality in terms of this implication algorithm.
These rules closely match the corresponding rules in the
type system. For example, algorithmic subtyping for base
types directly reduces to an algorithmic implication test
via [AS-Base]. For subtyping between object types, the rule
[AS-Obj] uses the rules [AM-Sub] and [AM-Equal] to ensure
the appropriate relationship between corresponding method
types, and uses the implication algorithm to check implication of object invariants. As with algorithmic implication,
algorithmic subtyping may not always yield a definitive answer. If all sub-tests succeed (or at least one sub-test fails)
then the algorithm can conclude with certainty that subtyping does (or does not) hold. In other situations, the result of
the whole test is uncertain. We use the 3-valued conjunction
operator ⊗ to compute the result of a subtype test based
on the results of its subtests:
√
⊗ √ × ?
√
× ?
× × × ×
? ? × ?
We now define the hybrid compilation judgment
E ` s ,→ t : T & p

which compiles the term s into the term t, which has type T
and purity p. The compilation rules type check the program
s and insert additional type casts to compensate for indefinite answers returned by the subtyping algorithm, yielding the compiled program t. Successful compilation does not
guarantee that the source program s is well-typed. However,

[C-Const]

E ` c ,→ c : ty (c) & pure
E ` s ,→ t : U & p
E ` S ,→ T
E ` hSi s ,→ hT i t : T & p

[C-Cast]

E ` s1 ,→ t1 : U & p1
E ` S ,→ T
E, x : U ` s2 ,→ t2 ↓ T & p2
E ` (let x = s1 in s2 as S)
,→ (let x = t1 in t2 as T ) : T & (p1 t p2 )

[C-Let]

E ` T ,→ T 0

Compilation of Types
E, x : B ` s ,→ t : {y : Bool | u} & pure
E ` {x : B | s} ,→ {x : B | t}

[C-Base]

i∈1..n

S = x : [li : fi · pi · (y : Si → Si0 )
].s
i∈1..k
Uk = x : [li : fi · pi · (y : Ti → Ti0 )
].true
i∈1..n
T = x : [li : fi · pi · (y : Ti → Ti0 )
].t
E, x : Uj−1 ` Sj ,→ Tj ∀j ∈ 1..n
E, x : Uj−1 , y : Tj ` Sj0 ,→ Tj0 ∀j ∈ 1..n
E, x : Un ` s ,→ t : {y : Bool | u} & pure
E ` S ,→ T

[C-ObjTy]

E ` s ,→ t : T & p

Compilation and Checking
√

E ` s ,→ t : S & q
E `alg S <: T
E ` s ,→ t ↓ T & p

qvp

[CC-Ok]

E ` s ,→ t : S & q
E `?alg S <: T
E ` s ,→ (hT i t) ↓ T & p

qvp

[CC-Chk]

if s is well-typed, then all dynamic casts inserted into t will
succeed. If s is not well-typed, then execution of t may potentially halt due to the failure of a compiler-inserted cast.
We extend compilation to types as well, since they contain
terms.
The full set of compilation rules is shown in Figure 6.
Many of these rules are straightforward. Variable references and constants never need additional casts, as evidenced by rules [C-Var] and [C-Const]. To compile an object
(x.[li (y) = si i∈1..n ] as S), the rule [C-Obj] first compiles the
object type S into type
T = x : [li : fi · pi · (y : Ti →

i∈1..n
Ti0 )
].true

and then compiles each method body si into ti , which must
have type y : Ti → Ti0 .
We use the compilation and checking judgment
E ` s ,→ t ↓ T & p
to both compile s into t and to ensure that t has type T
(and purity p). The rules defining this judgment exhibit the
key ideas behind hybrid type checking for objects. After
compiling the term s into t (with type S), the subtyping
algorithm E `aalg S <: T is used to check if S is a subtype
of T .

rule [Imp], which uses the store σ when evaluating implication predicates:
∀θ. (σ; E |= θ ∧ (σ, θ(t)) −→∗ (σ 0 , false))
⇒ (σ, θ(s)) −→∗ (σ 00 , false)
σ; E ` s ⇒ t

We introduce two new rules for checking object addresses
and object views:
σ(a) = x.[. . .] as T
σ; E ` a : T & pure
σ(a) = x.[li (y) = ti i∈1..n ] as S
S = x : [li : fi · qi · Mi i∈1..n ].s
T = x : [li : fi · pi · Ni i∈1..m ].t
T 0 = x : [li : fi · pi · Ni i∈1..m ].true
m≤n
qi v pi ∀i ∈ 1..m
(σ, t[x := (a view T 0 )]) −→∗ (σ 0 , true)
σ; E ` a view T : T & pure

Ideally, the subtyping algorithm will be sufficiently complete
to handle most cases definitively and casts will be inserted
rarely. However, this crucial ability to add casts permits our
compiler to support an unusually expressive object specification language.
The compiler compiles types wherever they are found
in the source program (i.e., in [C-Cast] and [C-Obj]), to
ensure that all types mentioned in the compiled program are
well-formed, and that all environments constructed during
compilation are well-formed.

7.

Correctness

In this section, we establish important correctness properties of the Hoop type system and the hybrid compilation
algorithm.
7.1

Correctness of the Type System

We first extend the type system to run-time states, which
contain an object store as well as object addresses and object
views. In particular, we extend each typing judgment to
include an object store σ, resulting in the extended judgment
forms:
σ; E ` t : T & p σ; E ` T
σ; E ` S <: T
σ; E ` M = N
σ; E ` M <: N
σ; E ` s ⇒ t
σ; E |= θ
Most of the extended type rules are identical to the original
rules, except that they pass the additional store argument
σ to their antecedents. The only exception is the following

[T-Obj-Ref]

[T-Obj-View]

Finally, we add rules for typing stores and states:
dom(σ) = {a1 , . . . , an }
σ(ai ) = x.[. . .] as Si
∀i ∈ 1..n
σ; ∅ ` σ(ai ) : Si & pure
`σ

√

- If the subtyping algorithm succeeds (i.e., E `alg S <: T ),
then no casts are needed: see [CC-Ok].
- If the subtyping algorithm disproves this subtyping requirement (i.e., E `×
alg S <: T ), the program fails to
compile, since no compilation rule is applicable.
- If the subtyping algorithm cannot either prove or refute
this subtyping requirement (i.e., E `?alg S <: T ), then a
dynamic cast from S to T is inserted around t via the
rule [CC-Chk].

[Imp]

`σ

σ; ∅ ` t : T & p
` (σ, t) : T

[T-Store]

[T-State]

We assume that the type of each primitive operation is
consistent with its operational behavior.
Assumption 1 (Types of Primitives). If ` (σ, c.l(v)) : T
and [[c]](l, v, σ) = v 0 then ` (σ, v 0 ) : T .

The extended type system then satisfies the preservation
or subject reduction property [41]. The type system also
satisfies the progress property (i.e., the evaluation of welltyped programs does not halt prematurely), with the caveat
that type casts may fail. A state (σ, E[hT i v]) has a failed
cast if it cannot be reduced via the rules [E-Cast-Base],
[E-Cast-Obj], or [E-Cast-View ]. Both theorems follow by
induction over typing derivations.
Theorem 2 (Preservation). If ` (σ, s) : T and (σ, s) −→
(σ 0 , t) then ` (σ 0 , t) : T .
Theorem 3 (Progress). All closed well-typed normal forms
are values or contain a failed cast.
7.2

Correctness of Hybrid Type System

We now describe the correctness properties of our hybrid
type system. We assume that the implication algorithm is a
sound approximation of the implication judgment:
Assumption 4 (Soundness of E `aalg s ⇒ t). Suppose ` E.
√

1. If E `alg s ⇒ t then E ` s ⇒ t.

2. If E `×
alg s ⇒ t then E 6` s ⇒ t.

Given this assumption, our subtyping algorithm is sound:
Lemma 5 (Soundness of E `aalg S <: T ). Suppose ` E.
√

1. If E `alg S <: T then E ` S <: T .

2. If E `×
alg S <: T then E 6` S <: T .
Proof: By induction over algorithmic subtyping derivations. 
Also, the compilation algorithm inserts sufficient dynamic type casts to compensate for the inherent imprecisions
of the subtyping algorithm, which ensures that compiled
programs are always well-typed.
Theorem 6 (Compiled Programs Are Well-typed). Suppose
` E.
1. If E ` s ,→ t : T & p then E ` t : T & p.
2. If E ` s ,→ t ↓ T & p and E ` T then E ` t : T & p.
3. If E ` S ,→ T then E ` T .

Proof: By induction over compilation derivations. 
An immediate consequence of this lemma, when combined with Theorem 3 (Progress), is that compiled programs
only halt prematurely due to failed casts. Such casts may be
explicit in the original program or implicitly inserted by the
compiler. Thus, for some subtle specification violations, hybrid type checking may only catch these errors via cast failures at run time. However, we argue that this precise hybrid
approach may be superior to using a coarser type language
that could not express subtle specifications at all.

8.

Related Work

Much prior work has focused on dynamic checking of expressive specifications, or contracts [29, 11, 24, 16, 20, 26,
34, 21]. An entire design philosophy, Contract Oriented Design, has been based on dynamically-checked specifications.
Hybrid type checking extends these prior purely-dynamic
approaches by verifying (or detecting violations of) expressive specifications statically, wherever possible.
The programming language Eiffel [29] supports a notion
of hybrid specifications by providing both statically-checked
types as well as dynamically-checked contracts. Having separate (static and dynamic) specification languages is awkward, since it requires the programmer to factor each specification into its static and dynamic components. Furthermore, the specification may need to be manually refactored
to exploit improvements in static checking technology.
Our work shares similar motivations with, and is partly
inspired by, recent work on advanced type systems, including work on refinement types [15, 28, 8] and practical dependent types [43, 42]. However, the requirement for full static
decidability limits the expressiveness of these prior systems.
Hybrid type checking side-steps these decidability difficulties
by being willing to check correctness properties dynamically
when necessary.
The static checking tool ESC/Java [14] supports expressive JML specifications [24] and leverages powerful automatic theorem proving techniques. However, ESC/Java’s
underlying theorem prover, Simplify [9], does not distinguish
between failing to prove a theorem and finding a counterexample that actually refutes the theorem. Consequently,
ESC/Java may produce error messages that are caused by
limitations in its theorem prover. In contrast, hybrid type
checking only produces error messages for programs it can
prove are ill-typed.
Abadi and Leino [3] developed and proved the soundness of a Hoare-style logic for reasoning about pre- and
post-conditions in an imperative object language. As with
ESC/Java, this logic reduces program correctness to theorem proving, which is undecidable. Others have explored

various semantic models [36] and extensions [19] to the
Abadi-Leino system. Extending our work to support an imperative object language would require studying a number
of additional verification issues, such as frame conditions [6]
and aliasing/ownership [7, 31], that arise in an imperative
setting.
There have been a number of projects focused on refinement of specifications and subtyping. These include the
work of Liskov and Wing [25], Leavens [23], Lano and
Haughton [22], and others. Our notion of subtyping is simpler than many of these studies, and does not, for example,
include data abstraction. One interesting avenue for future
work is to explore these richer notions of subtyping and abstraction in the context of hybrid type checking.
The limitations of purely-static and purely-dynamic approaches have also motivated other work on hybrid analyses.
For example, CCured [30] is a hybrid analysis for preventing array bounds violations. Unlike our proposed approach,
it does not detect errors statically - instead, the static analysis is used to optimize the run-time analysis. Specialized
hybrid analyses have been proposed for other problems as
well, such as race condition checking [39, 32, 4].
Recently, Ou et al presented a system leveraging dependent types and run-time checks [33], although their system
does not include objects. In contrast to Hoop, their type
system is decidable and leverages dynamic checks to reduce
the need for precise type annotations in explicitly labeled
regions of programs.
The interaction between static typing and dynamic
checks has been previously studied in context of flexible
type systems with types such as the type Dynamic, which
can be converted to other types [2]. Quasi-static typing [38]
automatically inserts the necessary coercions, in a manner
similar to soft typing [27, 40, 5, 13]. This work is intended
to support looser type specifications. In contrast, our work
uses similar, automatically-inserted casts to support more
precise type specifications. An interesting avenue for further exploration is the combination of both approaches to
support a very large range of specifications, from Dynamic
(no static type information) at one extreme to very precise
hybrid-checked specifications at the other.

9.

Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents a hybrid type system that permits
programmers to specify object interfaces precisely, using
object invariants and type refinements, and to delegate to
the hybrid compiler decisions regarding which parts of these
specifications can be checked statically, and which must be
checked dynamically. A number of issues remain for future
work, including experimental validation.
The desire for static decidability has often constrained
traditional object type systems. We believe that hybrid type
checking may facilitate the design of programming languages
around expressive type systems that balance safety with
flexibility, and whose undecidability need not limit their
practicality.
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